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Coloring books arenâ€™t a new trend, but the increasing popularity of adult coloring books may

have you asking what on Earth is going on. While you may be tempted to think that this is a fast

passing fad, you may be surprised to know that there are a vast number of benefits to be had from

joining in on the adult coloring book trend. Our exclusive adult coloring book shares just about

everything you ever wanted to know about the budding adult coloring craze. In addition to learning

more about the benefits of adult coloring, you will find unique and creative coloring pages so that

you can try your hand at this new hobby! Whether you are looking to understand the adult coloring

â€œfadâ€• or whether you are looking to understand just why you love this new trend so much, this

book explains it all! Forget the books that contain generic coloring designs and a paragraph about

the benefits of coloring, this book delves into it all! Inside you will find plenty of amazing adult

coloring designs as well as explanation of some of the benefits of adult coloring including:  The

increase of sociability A reduction of stress and anxiety An increase in focus An increase in fine

motor skills  After getting started on these unique adult coloring book patterns, you will find yourself

spending more and more time enjoying the benefits of coloring! Donâ€™t Delay, Download This

Book Today!
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Can't figure out what's so funny about these designs. Only this turkey seemed to be fun. The rest of

the designs are normal, nothing cute or remotely fun about them. Again, we see the same problems

as the other Shutterstock sourced designs...Too much black and Some overly intricate designs.

Lose three stars for these problems...I really like to see titles relate to what is inside the coloring

books.Black is not a problem for those who buy the print versions of these coloring books. However,

it is a problem for Kindle users printing the designs at home. Printer ink is costly and it tends to

smear when in contact with markers and gel pens...not a pretty sight. Not all of the designs are

black heavy, but enough that I would stop and think before buying.This is another coloring book that

has some designs not found in many of my other coloring books..that's nice to see. Of course, the

designs range from medium detail to highly detailed. Some designs, not all, are very intricate...may

need magnifying glass to find where to color...so not into eye strain.Disclosure: I received this

coloring book in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.When we buy coloring books in

stores we can look inside to see if we like the designs and check for any designs we already have.

WHY Not Here On ??

Having the Kindle version of this book, itâ€™s useless. The pictures are low resolution, and, the

PDF link doesnâ€™t work--it opens, but, I canâ€™t save it. I really donâ€™t like having to take a

screenshot of every picture in order to print the book. The pictures are nice. They are stock images,

and, the â€œauthorâ€• has â€œcleverlyâ€• combined different images to camouflage that they have

been used in other coloring books. But, the ones which I like are nice. Too bad I canâ€™t use them.

Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

This has been one of my favorite coloring books by far I love the designs. Each page is complex but

easy enough to complete in one sitting. I have nearly completed the book and will buy some of the

other books in this series. One thing about this book is the paper is really nice with a smooth texture

that takes ink really smoothly with full coverage without requiring going over multiple times. The

pages are perforated so they can be removed and used as journal pages or framed. I use markers

and unfortunately they bleed through the page so the reverse of the page is dotted up with

bleed-through but there isn't much help for that. Also, the designs are all different but have similar

design elements from page to page so the lack of variety in the details might not appeal to some,



Otherwise I love the book myself and highly recommend it. I used a wide variety of pens - sharpies,

color pencils and gel pens.

Some of the designs were nice, but most had the usual heavy, dark lines and blackened in areas

thatI really do not like. Some designs were intricate and some were not as much so. I still do not

know whythese are "funny". They pretty much resemble the animal they are intended to with extra

designs added.I think these are some of the Shutterstock designs as well. I did not find it

interesting.Disclosure: I received this product at a discount or free in exchange for an honest and

unbiased reviewof the product based upon my own personal experience. I have not been coached

or asked to providepositive feedback, nor have I received any compensation or incentive from the

company for this review.I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission 16

CFR part 255 "guides concerningthe use of endorsements and testimonials in advertising". I am not

affiliated with this company or any oftheir products in any way. The views expressed here are my

own, based on my personal use and experiencewith the product, and are unbiased and honest

reviews. Any feedback, positive or negative, regarding thisproduct is based on my personal

experience with the product. I treat each product review as though I paidfull price for it. I rely heavily

on product reviews when deciding to purchase an item from a particularmanufacturer or company.

I received a PDF version of this book at no charge in exchange for my honest review. Because of

arthritis I can only color picture using a digital coloring program so base my evaluation on

availability/usability of a PDF files for importing into a digital coloring program. If a PDF version or

Kindle format with downloadable PDF file is not available I do not buy a book. Even though this was

a PDF version of the book I could not use the Adobe Reader copy feature to copy and paste the

pictures into a digital program. Although it is not disclosed by copyright information in the PDF

version the style and number of non-original images indicates the drawings are all Shutterstock.com

stock photos. However only a very few have I seen in other coloring books. (+ for this book)

However a few of the pictures suffer from heavy, thick black lines and areas pre-colored lack (-- for

the book). Because of the number of previously un-seen pictures I am giving it a better rating than if

they had all been oldies. Some New pictures to Color.
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